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Abstract In this work, non-fullerene based derivatives (DTCD2-DTCD8) with D1-p-D2-p-A
architecture were tailored by alteration of terminal acceptor group of a reference molecule (DTCR1)

in order to investigate their non-linear optical (NLO) behavior. The effect of peripheral acceptor

and donor sites on designed configuration for optical communication and electronic response

was examined using DFT based calculations. The natural bond orbitals (NBOs), frontier molecular

orbitals (FMOs), UV–Vis analysis, nonlinear optics (NLO), density of states (DOS) and transition

density matrix (TDM) were calculated at M06-2X/6-311G(d,p) level. The energy gap of DTCD2-

DTCD8 was found to be lowered (DE = 3.970–3.603 eV) with wider absorption spectra as com-

pared to that of DTCR1 (4.221 eV). All the derivatives (DTCD2-DTCD8) demonstrated significant
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NLO behavior than the reference (DTCR1). Among all the designed compounds, DTCD8 exhibited

the highest dipole moment (mtotal = 4.777 D), average linear polarizability [hai = 1.920 � 10�22

esu], first hyperpolarizability (btotal = 10.58 � 10�28 esu) and second hyperpolarizability (ctotal =
8.028 � 10�33 esu) as it showed the lowest energy gap (3.603 eV) as compared to the other mole-

cules.

� 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an open

access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Now-a-days, NLO materials are considered to be one of the
most significant materials due to their fascinating characteris-

tics i.e., data transformation, fiber optics, photonic laser, data
storage in the area of wireless communication and electro-
optics [1]. Organic compounds possess large nonlinear proper-

ties, unique electronic and optic spectra and high structural
flexibility when compared to inorganic compounds [2].
Organic molecules owing to their extended p-conjugated net-

work can exhibit good photo thermal stability, molecular sen-
sitivity, ease of molecular designing and rapid response time
[3]. The organic compounds because of their non-
centrosymmetric properties and push pull architecture consist-

ing of p-spacer, electron-acceptor (A) and donor (D) moieties
can be utilized to achieve fascinating hai, btotal and ctotal values
[4]. In such molecules, electrons transfer from donor to accep-

tor via p-conjugation give rise to an effective intermolecular
charge transfer (ICT) creating a strong dipole moment and
ultimately affecting their NLO properties [5]. The stability of

lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) can be
enhanced by the changing the position of electron withdrawing
group (EWG) on the acceptor unit which also lowers the exci-

tation energy and boosts the EW effect of acceptor units. The
said parameters perform a very crucial role in establishing
large NLO response [6]. The structural, electronic characteris-
tics and ELUMO-EHOMO energy gaps efficiently tune the trans-

fer of charge in organic systems [7]. The NLO properties of a
compound can be improved through decreasing the DE of a
molecule via increasing its conjugation [8]. There is an impor-

tant role of ‘D’, ‘A’ and p-spacer configuration in reducing the
band gap of organic compounds [9]. Hence, it is generally
agreed that D-p-A configuration creates significant NLO

responses as it has a strong push–pull framework which
enhance the transference of electronic cloud in a molecule
[10]. Literature is flooded with numerous efficient NLO mate-

rials with various push–pull configurations such as D-A, D-p-
A, D-p-A-p-D, A-p-D-p-A, D-p-p-A, D-A-p-A and D-D-p-A
[11]. Indeed, the type of substituents and extent of p-
conjugation appreciably affect the NLO response of the mate-

rials [12]. In current era, NF based compounds have gained
notable attention in photonic materials owing to the unique
optical and electronic characteristics, easily tunable energy

states, wide absorption spectra and reduced energy gap com-
pounds [13,14]. The significant NLO behavior of NF chro-
mophore is due to their (1) fully conjugated architecture, (2)

isotropic electron-transfer rate, (3) electronegativity, (4) effi-
cient electron delocalization between the electron rich (D)
and electron deficient (A) regions [15]. Moreover, NFs consist-
ing of planar structures and tunable energy gaps show appre-

ciable stability as compared to the other organic systems [16].
NLO properties of NFs can also be improved by creating an
appropriate p-conjugated system through the involvement of
powerful ‘D’ and ‘A’ parts in NF molecules. For the donor

system we selected carbazol moiety owing to its distinctive
optoelectronic characteristics, varied energy gaps, high flexibil-
ity to structural modification makes it a suitable charge trans-

porting material [17]. The presence of many alteration
positions on carbazole makes it an interesting constituent for
efficacious functional group integration where it can act as a
core donor, peripheral donor and a p-bridge [18]. Thiophene

ring is used as a p-linker to enhance the extended conjugation
of the system and serves as a bridge to facilitate the movement
of charge density in between donor and acceptor moieties [19].

Furthermore, addition of electronegative substituents (cyano
and halogen groups) over the acceptor moieties of NFs scaf-
folding can also significantly affect the electronic characteris-

tics of such molecules [20].
For this study, we have taken an efficient non-fullerene

fused ring electron acceptor DTCT-C-R which exhibited the
red-shifted absorption, lower excitation energies along with

smaller energy gap (Egap = ELUMO-EHOMO) and a sufficient
power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 8.8%. According to best
of our information, no literature is available regarding the

NLO response of this molecule. Therefore, we designed seven
compounds (DTCD2-DTCD8) by changing its architecture
from A-p-D2-p-A to D1-p-D2-p-A and characterize their

NLO response by density functional theory (DFT) and time
dependent-DFT (TD-DFT) approaches. This might be the first
detailed DFT study in order to elaborate NLO and electronic

characteristics of DTCT-C-R based compounds. The prime
goal of this research paper is to uncover potential remarkable
dynamic materials with promising btotal and ctotal amplitudes.
It is forecasted that our NLO-based investigation on these

molecules would yield valuable results with the aim of achiev-
ing novel NFs NLO materials. These outcomes may open a
new path for experimentalist to synthesize D–p–A
framework-based modern fullerene-free organic compounds
in order to get efficient NLO chromophores.

2. Computational detail

Gaussian 09 program package [21] was utilized for DFT calcu-
lations to explore NLO characteristics at M06-2X level [22]

along with 6-311G(d,p) basis set [23] for DTCR1 and DTCD2-
DTCD8. FMOs [24], GRPs [25], TDM [26], DOS [27] and
UV–Vis [28] analyses were performed with TD-DFT [29] cal-

culations utilizing the aforesaid functional and basis set in
dichloromethane (DCM) solvent. By the use of conductor-
like polarizable continuum (CPCM) model [30] the solvent
effect was investigated for absorption properties. For the eval-

uation of charge transfer interaction, NBOs was computed by

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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using 6.0 NBO package [31]. The input files of NF based stud-
ied compounds were generated by utilizing the GaussView 5.0
[32]. The true minima of entitled compounds at potential

energy surface were developed by using the frequency analysis.
Various softwares like Avogadro [33], Chemcraft [34], Origin
8.0 [35] and Multiwfn 3.7 [36] were used for the computation

of results from output files. Along with M06-2X level, the dis-
persion corrected method: B3LYP-GD3BJ level of DFT [37]
was studied to estimate the NLO characteristics of entitled

chromophores. Dipole moment (l), average linear polarizabil-
ity hai, first hyperpolarizability (btotal) and second hyperpolar-
izability ctotal were determined by utilizing Eqs. (1)–(4) [36,38–
41].

l ¼ ðl2
x þ l2

y þ l2
z2zÞ

1=2 ð1Þ

hai ¼ 1=3ðaxx þ ayy þ azzÞ ð2Þ

btotal ¼ ðb2
x þ b2

y þ b2
zÞ

1=2 ð3Þ

ctotal ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c2x þ c2y þ c2z

q
ð4Þ

where bx = bxxx + bxyy + bxzz, by=byyy + bxxy + byzz, bz =
bzzz + bxxz + byyz and ci¼ 1

15

P
jðcijjiþcijijþciijjÞ i; j¼ fx; y; zg .

3. Results and discussion

The current research is focused on comprehensive NLO studies
of NF compounds (DTCR1 and DTCD2-DTCD8) via DFT
method. These compounds having D1-p-D2-p-A configuration

consist of three fragments i.e., ‘D’, ‘A’ and ‘p-spacer’ and their
structural modification at terminal acceptor NLO properties
are improved. The compound selected as reference 2-(5-{5-

[7-[5-(4-diisocyanomethylene-6-oxo-4H,6H-cyclopenta[c]thio
phen-5-ylidenemethyl)-thiophen-2-yl]-9-(1-octyl-nonyl)-9H-ca
rbazol-2-yl]-thiophen-2-ylmethylene}-6-oxo-5,6-dihydro-cyclo
penta[c]thiophen-4-ylidene)-malononitrile (DTCT-C-R) for

current study, is already reported in literature with A-p-D-p-
A configuration [42] consisting of hydrocarbon chain as n-
octyl (-C8H17) group. The n-octyl group of parent molecule

DTC-T-C-R is replaced with the methyl (ACH3) group for
the reduction of computational cost and to produce DTCR1

(Fig. 1). Literature survey reveals that an efficient NLO

response can be achieved by introducing powerful electron
donating and accepting moieties at the terminals of a p-
conjugated network [1]. Firstly, we designed DTCD2 from
the reference compound DTCR1 via introduction of one ‘D’

9-H-Carbazol and one p-linker thiophene prior to ‘A’ unit.
Then DTCD2 is utilized to model DTCD3-DTCD8 molecules
Fig. 1 Modification of DTC-T-C-R [71] into D
via tailoring terminal acceptor part as shown in Figs. 2 and
3. DFT computations are performed to calculate the absorp-
tion spectra, energies of LUMO-HOMO, transitions of NBOs,

hai, btotal and ctotal. It is expected that keen NLO response can
be achieved from DTCD2-DTCD8. The chemical structures of
the investigated molecules (DTCR1 to DTCD8) are presented

in Fig. 3. Additionally, the optimized structures are presented
in Fig. S1 while cartesian coordinates are displayed in Tables
S1–S8.

3.1. Electronic structure

The FMOs especially highest occupied molecular orbital

(HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
played a significant role in charge transferring and reactivity
of a compound. Both of these MO levels are utilized to com-
prehend the electric reactivity and natural stability of the

derivatives [43]. The electronic and optical properties of the
molecules depend upon the electronic distribution in these
HOMO and LUMO. The energy gap (ELUMO-EHOMO) reflects

the tendency of a molecule to absorb light which is also asso-
ciated with its molecular reactivity [44,45]. The small ampli-
tude of energy gap results in high transfer of electronic cloud

inside the molecule and improved NLO response [7]. Table 1
displays the HOMO, LUMO, HOMO-1, LUMO+1,
HOMO-2, LUMO+2 energies and the energy gaps of the tai-
lored compounds in DCM solvent.

The DTCR1 possesses the energy gap of 4.221 eV along
with the HOMO and LUMO energy values of �6.989 and
�2.768 eV, respectively (Table 1). This DE was reduced to

3.603–3.970 eV in its derivatives (DTCD2-DTCD8) because
of the change in configuration from A-p-D-p-A to D1-p-D2-
p-A. The reduction of DE to 3.970 eV in DTCD2 could be

due to the introduction of one ‘D’ 9H-carbazole and one p-
spacer moiety thiophene, which resulted in enhanced conjuga-
tion and powerful push–pull architecture. This DE was further

decreased to 3.931 and 3.934 eV in DTCD3 and DTCD4,
respectively owing to the existence of one/two powerful
electronegative fluoro groups as 2-(5-Fluoro-2-methylene-3-
oxo-indan-1-ylidene)-malononitrile (DTCD3) and 2-(5,6-

Difluoro-3-oxo-indan-1-ylidene)-malononitrile (DTCD4) at
the ‘A’ site. In case of resonance, chloro (-Cl) group promotes
the transference of its non-bonded electronic pair towards

acceptor moieties. Therefore, a slight increase 3.938 eV in
LUMO-HOMO energy gap was noticed for the compound
DTCD5 in which only one chloro group is present on the elec-

tron accepting unit as 2-(5-Chloro-2-methylene-3-oxo-indan-1-
ylidene)-malononitrile. This enhancement in energy gap might
be owed to the electron resonating effect of -Cl moiety. A
remarkable reduction in the DE to 3.803 eV was observed in
TCR1via substitution of small alkyl group.



Fig. 2 The outline map of designed compounds (DTCD2-DTCD8) via reference compound.
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DTCD6 as two fluoro groups of the ‘A’ moiety were exchanged
with two chloro groups in the form of 2-(5,6-Dichloro-3-oxo-
indan-1-ylidene)-malononitrile. The chloro groups at the ‘A’

position of DTCD6 express lower inductive (I) effect as com-
pared to the fluoro groups at the same position, resulting in
the less transfer of electrons. Also, chloro group exhibits more

electron donating resonance effect as compared to fluoro
group (Cl > F) [46]. Thus, a decline in the energy gap of
DTCD6 was reported due to the less (I) effect and higher res-

onance effect caused by the chloro-groups. Further, decrease
in energy gap (3.726 eV) in DTCD7 as compared to that
(3.603 eV) of DTCD8 was recorded due to the existence of only
one (ACN) at the ‘A’ site as 2-(5-Isocyano-3-oxo-indan-1-yli

dene)-malononitrile. The lowest ELUMO-EHOMO energy gap
3.603 eV in DTCD8 was noted due to the introduction of
two ACN groups at the ‘A’ part as 2-(6-Cyano-5-isocyano-3-

oxo-indan-1-ylidene)-malononitrile; it was due to higher
inductive effect of ACN in comparison to AF and ACl. More-
over, because of the great EW potential of ACN groups the

chances of charge transfer were increased, resulting in lower
energy gap. Table 1 discloses that energy trend of HOMO-1,
HOMO-2, LUMO+1, LUMO+2 and their corresponding
energy gaps is almost similar to LUMO-HOMO in all the

investigated compounds (DTCR1 and DTCD2-DTCD8).
Overall LUMO-HOMO, LUMO+1-HOMO-1, LUMO+2-
HOMO-2 energy gap has the following decreasing trend:

DTCR1 > DTCD2 > DTCD5 > DTCD4 > DTCD3 > DTC

D6 > DTCD7 > DTCD8. Hence, the shift of electronic
charge to the acceptor moiety was significantly enhanced by

introduction of EWG’s at the acceptor site of a precursor; this
charge shift results in lower value of energy gap and enhanced
NLO behavior.

The energy gap magnitude characterizes the migration of
ICT from donor to acceptor portion through p-spacer, and
provides insights about NLO behavior. The surface areas of
FMOs were utilized to determine the charge transference, as

presented in Figs. S2–S9. In reference molecule (DTCR1),
the electronic cloud for HOMO was located on to the central
‘D’ (9-Isopropyl-2,7-di-thiophen-2-yl-9H-carbazole) and p-
spacer (thiophene), whereas for LUMO, the significant part
of charge density was concentrated on the ‘A’ moiety i.e., 2-

(6-Oxo-5,6-dihydro-cyclopenta[c]thiophen-4-ylidene)-malono
nitrile. In DTCD2-DTCD8, the charge density for HOMO pri-
marily exists on 9H-Carbazole ‘D’ whereas, a little amount of

charge density was also located on to the first p-spacer. LUMO
was lying slightly on second p-linker and dominantly on ‘A’
unit. Hence, there was a remarkable transfer of electronic

charge in the investigated molecules from ‘D’ to ‘A’ with the
aid of p-spacer moiety. This rise of charge transfer validates
that all the analyzed molecules may find future applications
as efficient NLO materials. The pictorial demonstration of

HOMO�1, LUMO+1, HOMO�2, and LUMO+2 is mani-
fested in Figs. S10–S25.

3.2. Global reactivity parameters (GRPs)

The (DE = LUMO–HOMO) is helpful in the estimation of glo-
bal reactivity descriptors (GRDs) as used to explore the dynamic

stability and chemical reactivity of molecules. The molecules hav-
ing larger energy difference between HOMO and LUMO are
suggested as harder molecules with more stability, less reactivity

and vice versa [25]. Compound’s ability to loose or gain electron
is measured from the electron affinity and ionization potential
values, whereas electronegativity gives the indication about its
reactivity as it is the tendency of a compound to pull the elec-

trons towards itself. Similarly, electrophilicity index lists the ten-
dency of compounds to accept electrons and is determined by
employing the chemical hardness and chemical potential

[x = l2/2g] [47]. The parameters i.e., electron affinity (EA), glo-
bal hardness (g), electronegativity (X), ionization potential (IP),
global softness (r), global electrophilicity (x) and chemical

potential (m) were computed by using Eqs. (S1)–(S7) (cited in
SI);the obtained data is given in Table 2.

Table 2 shows significantly high values of ‘EA’ of designed
compounds except DTCD2, DTCD3 and DTCD5 as com-

pared to DTCR1 due to the existence of strong ‘A’ units. In



Fig. 3 The chemical structures of reference (DTCR1) and designed compounds (DTCD2-DTCD8).

Table 1 EHOMO, ELUMO, EHOMO-1, ELUMO+1, EHOMO-2, ELUMO+2 and energy gap (ELUMO-EHOMO) of studied compounds.

Compounds DTCR1 DTCD2 DTCD3 DTCD4 DTCD5 DTCD6 DTCD7 DTCD8

HOMO �6.989 �6.688 �6.668 �6.731 �6.726 �6.689 �6.680 �6.709

LUMO �2.768 �2.718 �2.737 �2.797 �2.788 �2.866 �2.954 �3.106

Energy Gap 4.221 3.970 3.931 3.934 3.938 3.823 3.726 3.603

HOMO-1 �7.274 �7.064 �7.019 �7.121 �7.112 �7.066 �7.031 �7.093

LUMO+1 �2.640 �1.887 �1.968 �2.000 �2.016 �2.106 �2.167 �2.608

Energy Gap 4.634 5.177 5.051 5.121 5.096 4.960 4.864 4.485

HOMO-2 �7.611 �7.181 �7.184 �7.191 �7.188 �7.190 �7.193 �7.205

LUMO+2 �1.540 �1.283 �1.308 �1.298 �1.297 �1.343 �1.334 �1.457

Energy Gap 6.071 5.898 5.876 5.893 5.891 5.847 5.859 5.748

Units in eV.
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our designed chromophores (DTCD2-DTCD8) the ‘IP’ values
(0.245–0.247 Eh) were lower than the reference chromophore

(0.257 Eh) which expressed facile removal of electrons and les-
ser energy needed to make them polarized than DTCR1. All
the derivatives exhibited higher values of ‘g’ with smaller ‘r’
values which demonstrate that designed chromophores were



Table 2 Global reactivity descriptor of DTCR1 and DTCD2-DTCD8.

Parameters DTCR1 DTCD2 DTCD3 DTCD4 DTCD5 DTCD6 DTCD7 DTCD8

IP 0.257 0.246 0.245 0.247 0.247 0.246 0.245 0.247

EA 0.102 0.100 0.101 0.103 0.102 0.105 0.109 0.114

X 0.179 0.173 0.173 0.175 0.175 0.176 0.177 0.180

g 0.078 0.073 0.072 0.072 0.072 0.070 0.068 0.066

m �0.179 �0.173 �0.173 �0.175 �0.175 �0.176 �0.177 �0.180

x 0.207 0.205 0.207 0.212 0.211 0.219 0.229 0.246

r 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.010 0.010 0.010

Units in Hatree (Eh).
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chemically stable and less reactive. Descending trend of ‘r’ was
DTCD8 = DTCD7 = DTCD6 > DTCD5 = DTCD4 = D

TCD3 = DTCD2 = DTCR1 with the values of 0.010 >

0.010 > 0.010 > 0.009 = 0.009 = 0.009 = 0.009 = 0.009
Eh, respectively (Table 2). Furthermore, the larger ‘x’ values
(0.246–0.205 Eh) along with greater ‘g’ values demonstrate
high ability of a molecule to pull out electrons and serve as

an electrophile. The effect of acceptor moieties in calculating
the values of ‘m’ was more negative (�0.180 to �0.173 Eh)
which progressively makes the molecules greatly polarizable

chemically more reactive and kinetically least stable as
displayed in the above-mentioned compounds. From this
discussion, it was concluded that higher charge shifting tendency

of molecules among their LUMO and HOMO orbitals give rise
to enhanced polarizability and auspicious NLO behavior.

3.3. Natural Bond Orbitals (NBOs) study

NBOs analysis explains the charge transfer in D-p-A schemes
via interpretation of conjugative interactions and gives under-
standing of second order stabilization energy associated with

filled and empty orbitals of the compounds [48]. Eq. (5) was
employed to determine the second order stabilization energy
[49].

Eð2Þ ¼ qi
Fi;j

� �2
Ej � Ei

� � ð5Þ

where E(2) is the stabilization energy, Ej and Ei are diagonal
element orbital energies, qi is the donor-orbital occupancy
and Fi,j is the Fock matrix element between the NBOs [49].

In this analysis, the assessment of higher E2 amplitude demon-
strates that there was a significant interaction between Lewis
(D), non-Lewis (A) orbitals and conjugation was appeared
which results in stability of the molecule [50]. Table 4 shows
Table 3 NBOs charges for donor, p-spacer, and acceptor

moieties of DTCR1 and DTCD2–DTCD8.

Compounds Donor p-Spacer Acceptor

DTCR1 0.282321 �0.020861 �0.26146

DTCD2 0.360981 0.097062 �0.13054

DTCD3 0.029267 0.112215 �0.141477

DTCD4 0.03674 0.108308 �0.14504

DTCD5 0.036649 0.108182 �0.144829

DTCD6 0.034137 0.120248 �0.15439

DTCD7 0.033553 0.132078 �0.165626

DTCD8 0.039613 0.151147 �0.19076
few exemplary interactions while bunch of other electronic
transitions was displayed in Tables S9–S16.

Table 3 shows the NBO charges that were calculated for
donor, p-linker and acceptor moieties. The positive charge
on ‘D’ and p-bridge section in all molecules indicated the

transfer of proficient electronic charge towards the negatively
charged acceptor ‘A’ unit. The positively charged p-
conjugated linkers cannot entrap the electrons and facilitate

the electronic pathway to acceptors.
Table 4 mentions four important types of transitions i.e.,

p ? p*, r ? r*, LP ? p* and LP ? r*. The most dominant
transitions were p ? p* which occur because of p-conjugation
in the studied compounds. The r ? r* electronic transitions
were weak electronic transitions as compared to all other
types. In DTCR1, the most probable p ? p* electronic transi-

tions were found as p(C40-C42) ? p*(C44-C45) with
34.13 kcal/mol stabilization energy, whereas the remaining
seven compounds DTCD2-DTCD8 exhibit the highest stabi-

lization energy values of 34.41, 35.20, 35.53, 53.46, 36.12,
36.85 and 38.71 kcal/mol for p(C75-C77) ? p*(C79-C81) elec-
tronic transitions. The least probable transitions of same type
were p(C68-N69) ? p*(C66-N67), p(C88-N89) ? p*(C86-N
87), p(C86-N87) ? p*(C88-N89), p(C86-N87) ? p*(C88-N8
9), p(C88-N89) ? p*(C86-N87), p(C86-N87) ? p*(C88-N89),
p(C86-N87) ? p*(C88-N89) and p(C86-N87) ? p*(C88-N89)

with very little stabilization energy values 0.64, 0.83, 0.81,
0.79, 0.82, 0.78, 0.80 and 0.78 kcal/mol, respectively. The high-
est 10.45, 10.58, 10.65, 10.63, 10.62, 10.64, 10.75 and

10.82 kcal/mol stabilization energy in DTCR1 and DTCD2-

DTCD8 correspond to r(C44-H46) ? r*(S39-C42) (DTCR1)
r(C79-H80) ? r*(S74-C77) (DTCD2-DTCD8) electronic

transitions. As r ? r* transitions with the lowest 0.50, 0.50,
0.51, 0.51, 0.50, 0.50, 0.50 and 0.51 kcal/mol stabilization
energy values for r ? r* transitions have noted in r(C73-S
75) ? r*(C55-C57), r(C22-H25) ? r*(C20-H21), r(C75-H
77) ? r*(C35-H72), r(C75-H77) ? r*(C35-H72), r(C22-H
25) ? r*(C20-H21), r(C26-H28) ? r*(N19-C20), r(C75-H
77) ? r*(C79-H80) and r(C75-H77) ? r*(C79-H80) elec-

tronic transitions for DTCR1 and DTCD2-DTCD8, respec-
tively. The lone pair transitions have also shown some
important amplitudes of stability i.e., 49.38, 48.95, 48.91,

48.92, 48.94, 48.90, 48.91 and 48.77 kcal/mol observed in
LP1(N19) ? p*(C14-C15) (DTCR1 and DTCD2-DTCD7)
and LP1(N19) ? p*(C3-C4) (DTCD8), whereas 0.51, 0.52,
0.53, 0.52, 0.52, 0.51, 0.53 and 0.51 kcal/mol noted in electronic

transitions LP1(N19) ? r*(C26-H29) (DTCR1 and DTCD2-

DTCD8), respectively.
From the above analysis, it was clarified that DTCD8

shows higher NBOs value as compared to all other designed



Table 4 Remarkable NBO interactions for entitled compounds.

Compounds Donor(i) Type Acceptor(j) Type E(2) (kcal/mol) E(j)-E(i)b (a.u) F(I,j)e(a.u)

DTCR1 C40AC42 p C44AC45 p* 34.13 0.38 0.103

C68AN69 p C66AN67 p* 0.64 0.58 0.017

C44AH46 r S39AC42 r* 10.45 0.85 0.084

C73AS75 r C55AC57 r* 0.50 1.27 0.023

N19 LP(1) C14AC15 p* 49.38 0.35 0.121

N19 LP(1) C26AH29 r* 0.51 0.78 0.020

DTCD2 C75AC77 p C79AC81 p* 34.41 0.38 0.104

C88AN89 p C86AN87 p* 0.83 0.57 0.019

C79AH80 r S74AC77 r* 10.58 0.85 0.085

C22AH25 r C20AH21 r* 0.50 1.06 0.021

N19 LP(1) C14AC15 p* 48.95 0.35 0.121

N19 LP(1) C26AH29 r* 0.52 0.78 0.020

DTCD3 C75AC77 p C79AC81 p* 35.20 0.38 0.105

C86AN87 p C88AN89 p* 0.81 0.58 0.019

C79AH80 r S74AC77 r* 10.65 0.85 0.085

C75AC77 r C35AC72 r* 0.51 1.36 0.024

N19 LP(1) C14AC15 p* 48.91 0.35 0.121

N19 LP(1) C26AH29 r* 0.53 0.78 0.020

DTCD4 C75AC77 p C79AC81 p* 35.53 0.38 0.105

C86AN87 p C88AN89 p* 0.79 0.58 0.019

C79AH80 r S74AC77 r* 10.63 0.85 0.085

C75AC77 r C35AC72 r* 0.51 1.36 0.024

N19 LP(1) C14AC15 p* 48.92 0.35 0.121

N19 LP(1) C26AH29 r* 0.52 0.78 0.020

DTCD5 C75AC77 p C79AC81 p* 35.46 0.38 0.105

C88AN89 p C86AN87 p* 0.82 0.57 0.019

C79AH80 r S74AC77 r* 10.62 0.85 0.085

C22AH25 r C20AH21 r* 0.50 1.06 0.021

N19 LP(1) C14AC15 p* 48.94 0.35 0.121

N19 LP(1) C26AH29 r* 0.52 0.78 0.020

DTCD6 C75AC77 p C79AC81 p* 36.12 36.12 0.38

C86AN87 p C88AN89 p* 0.78 0.78 0.58

C79AH80 r S74AC77 r* 10.64 10.64 0.85

C26AH28 r N19AC20 r* 0.50 0.50 0.97

N19 LP(1) C14AC15 p* 48.90 48.90 0.35

N19 LP(1) C26AH29 r* 0.51 0.51 0.78

DTCD7 C75AC77 p C79AC81 p* 36.85 0.38 0.106

C86AN87 p C88AN89 p* 0.80 0.58 0.019

C79AH80 r S74AC77 r* 10.75 0.85 0.085

C75AC77 r C79AH80 r* 0.50 1.30 0.023

N19 LP(1) C14AC15 p* 48.91 0.35 0.121

N19 LP(1) C26AH29 r* 0.53 0.78 0.020

DTCD8 C75AC77 p C79AC81 p* 38.71 0.37 0.108

C86AN87 p C88AN89 p* 0.78 0.58 0.019

C79AH80 r S74AC77 r* 10.82 0.85 0.086

C75AC77 r C79AH80 r* 0.51 1.30 0.023

N19 LP(1) C3AC4 p* 48.77 0.19 0.128

N19 LP(1) C26AH29 r* 0.51 0.78 0.020
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molecules and it may play an important role as one of the effi-
cient NLO materials in the current research.

3.4. Absorption analysis

The basic principle of UV–Vis spectra is electronic transition

from ground level to the first excited level because of absorp-
tion of electrons which was employed to evaluate the optical
characteristics [28] of our investigated molecules by TD-DFT

computations in DCM solvent and gaseous phase. Few nota-
ble transitions of investigated compounds (DTCR1 and
DTCD2-DTCD8) were displayed in Table 5, whereas other
electronic transitions were represented in Tables S17–S32

and their UV–Vis spectra were shown in Figs. 4, S26 and
S27. The electronic transition from p-bonding molecular orbi-
tal i.e., HOMO to p* anti-binding molecular orbital i.e.,

LUMO correlates to absorption of electrons [51] and extended
conjugation along with strong terminal EWG shows larger red
shift in UV–Vis absorption spectra. The investigated molecules

with D1-p-D2-p-A configuration having acceptors with
numerous electronegative substituents show different
optoelectronic characteristics.



Fig. 4 Simulated absorption spectra of investigated compounds (DTCR1 and DTCD2-DTCD8).

Table 5 Wavelength (kÞ, excitation energy (E), oscillator strength (fos) and nature of molecular orbital contributions of entitled

molecules in DCM solvent and Gaseous phase.

Medium Compounds k(nm) E (eV) fos MO contributions

DTCR1 468.640 2.646 3.045 H ? L(71%)

DTCD2 485.125 2.556 1.997 H-1 ? L(28%),H ? L(50%)

DTCD3 485.771 2.552 2.009 H-1 ? L(38%),H ? L(38%)

Dichloromethane DTCD4 488.566 2.538 1.931 H-1 ? L(26%),H ? L(48%)

DTCD5 490.673 2.527 1.960 H-1 ? L(26%),H ? L(49%)

DTCD6 500.114 2.479 2.001 H-1 ? L(33%),H ? L(42%)

DTCD7 511.525 2.424 1.912 H-1 ? L(36%),H ? L(39%)

DTCD8 524.043 2.366 1.914 H-1 ? L(31%),H ? L(38%)

DTCR1 434.755 2.852 0.411 H-4 ? L(18%),H-6 ? L(2%)

DTCD2 462.021 2.684 2.007 H-1 ? L(24%),H ? L(47%)

DTCD3 463.385 2.676 2.023 H ? L(32%),H-1 ? L(38%)

Gaseous Phase DTCD4 466.313 2.659 1.929 H-2 ? L(21%),H ? L(43%)

DTCD5 467.368 2.653 1.965 H-2 ? L(20%),H ? L(45%)

DTCD6 476.053 2.604 2.011 H-1 ? L(28%),H ? L(36%)

DTCD7 487.394 2.544 1.903 H ? L(30%),H-1 ? L(36%)

DTCD8 500.660 2.476 1.890 H-1 ? L(23%),H ? L(31%)

MO = molecular orbital, H = HOMO, L = LUMO, fos = oscillator strength.
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Table 5 shows that DTCR1 have simulated kmax at 468.640
(in DCM) and 434.755 nm (in gas phase) with excitation
energy values of 2.646 and 2.852 eV, respectively. There was
a significant red-shift in DTCD2-DTCD8 as compared to

DTCR1 in DCM as well as in gaseous phase. Also absorption
occurred at higher kmax (bathochromic shift) in DCM
(485.125–524.043 nm) with excitation energy (2.366–

2.556 eV) as compared to that (462.021–500.660 nm) with
(2.476–2.684 eV) in the gaseous phase (Fig. 4) in these com-
pounds (DTCD2-DTCD8); it is due to the interconnection of

EWGs on ‘A’ units with DCM solvent. This interaction has
lowered the DE between the ground and excited levels and
resulted in bathochromic shift and outstanding optical charac-

teristics. Among DTCD2-DTCD8, the DTCD8 has displayed
highest kmax values in DCM (524.043 nm) as well as in gaseous
phase (500.660 nm) with the excitation energies of 2.366 and
2.476 eV, respectively; it is due to the very strong negative

inductive (–I) effect of ACN groups in DTCD8. The lowest
absorbance (485.125 nm in DCM and 462.021 nm in gas phase)
was observed for DTCD2 with the excitation energy values of
2.556 and 2.684 eV, correspondingly. The kmax was decreased
in the same order in DCM solvent as well as in gas phase:
DTCD8 > DTCD7 > DTCD6 > DTCD5 > DTCD4 >

DTCD3 > DTCD2 > DTCR1. It is worth mentioning that

the electronic absorption spectra of DTCD2-DTCD8 lied in
visible region in gaseous phase as well as in DCM solvent
(Table 5).
3.5. Transition Density Matrix (TDM) and Exciton-Binding

Energy (Eb)

TDM computations were done for the complete understanding
of transition behavior from S0 to S1 state [26,52]. This analysis
with the help of three-dimensional plots, effectively elaborates

the (1) movement of electronic charge density from ‘D’ to ‘A’
entities via p-conjugation in excited state, (2) charge excitation
phenomena and (3) localization and delocalization of electron
hole pairs [26,53]. In this analysis, efficacy of hydrogen (H)

atoms has been ignored by default due to their insignificant
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role in electronic transitions. TDM plot of all the entitled
molecules determines the kind of electronic transition in these
molecules. TDM outcomes of all the studied molecules were

presented in Fig. 5. To acknowledge the transfer of electronic
cloud we categorize all the structures (DTCR1 and DTCD2-

DTCD8) into three segments (‘D’, ‘A’ and p-linkers) to sim-
Fig. 5 Transition density matrix (TDM) heat maps of D
plify the calculations. TDM pictographs displayed an effective
diagonal charge transfer (CT) in all the afore-mentioned com-
pounds. In DTCR1 the greater electronic charge can be per-

ceived on ‘D’ and p-spacer and little amount of it was seen
on ‘A’ of the TDM plots as demonstrated by green and red
spots. In DTCD2-DTCD8 the marvelous charge density was
TCD2-DTCD8 and DTCR1 compounds at S1 state.
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observed at the donor and acceptor parts however, little elec-
tronic cloud was examined on p-spacer which manifests that
electrons were proficiently shifted from donor to p-linker,
which superiorly promotes the transfer of electronic charge
density towards ‘A’ without any hindrance (Fig. 5). This exclu-
sive behavior might be because of the existence of highly EWG

(ACN and AF) on the ‘A’ moiety. The results of TDM plots
signify simple and larger exciton dissociation in the excited
level, which is extremely significant for the development of

NLO materials.
Another major tool for prediction of ICT of different mate-

rials is the binding energy (Eb). Low binding energy leads to
higher charge mobilities and greater NLO response. The exci-

ton binding energies of DTCD2-DTCD8 and DTCR1 were
determined by subtracting the DE from first excitation energy
values. Eb was calculated by using Eq. (6).

Eb ¼ EL�H � Eopt ð6Þ
In Eq. (6), EL-H is the energy gap between HOMO and

LUMO and Eopt is the first excitation energy obtained from
S0 to S1 [52]. The theoretical calculations of Eb were shown
in the Table 6.

It was quite enchanting that all the derivatives (DTCD2-

DTCD8) exhibit lower Eb amplitudes (1.237–1.411 eV) in
contrast to the reference (DTCR1) (1.575 eV). These lower
Eb values may be because of the change in framework, which

generates a powerful push–pull mechanism. Similarly, excita-
tion energies of DTCD2-DTCD8 were smaller than those of
DTCR1 with the same order of the DE = LUMO-HOMO.

This smaller Eb with lower excitation energy value and energy
gap facilitates the greater excitation dissociation and excel-
lently higher charge density flow with enhanced optoelectronic

properties. The binding energies of the studied compounds
were descended in the following trend: DTCR1 > DTCD3

> DTCD7 > DTCD2 > DTCD5 > DTCD4 > DTCD8 >

DTCD6 which is noted to be in good harmony with the

TDM study. Small binding energies possess a direct correla-
tion with polarizability and compounds having 1.9 eV binding
energy value are regarded as ideal photonic materials. Attrac-

tively, all our designed chromophores manifested Eb smaller
than 1.9 eV have great charge dissociation in excited levels rep-
resenting them to be remarkable NLO compounds.

3.6. Density of States (DOS)

In order to systematically recognize the structure-NLO charac-

ter correlation of investigated molecules the precise offering of
an individual portion in the form of DOS has been estimated
by utilizing PyMOlyze 2.0 software at the abovementioned
level [27,35]. DOS investigation was utilized to support results

of studied compounds (DTCR1 and DTCD2-DTCD8) dis-
Table 6 Calculated LUMO-HOMO energy gap (ELUMO-HOMO), firs

Compounds DTCR1 DTCD2 DTCD3 DTC

EL-H 4.221 3.970 3.931 3.934

Eopt 2.646 2.556 2.552 2.538

Eb 1.575 1.396 1.414 1.324

Units in eV.
played in FMOs diagrams (Figs. S2–S9). By altering the termi-
nal ‘A’ units, the electronic cloud scattering was migrated in
distinct arrangements around LUMO and HOMO orbitals

as can be seen in DOS graphs. DOS displays the type of all
associating groups (that are exist in a compound) with charge
transference from HOMO to LUMO of the compound [27,54].

To explain the DOS study, each compound was divided into
four segments, i.e., ‘D1’ 9H-carbazole, p-spacer thiophene,
‘D2’ Ethylidene-1-isopropyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-indole and ‘A’ 2-

(2-Methylene-3-oxo-indan-1-ylidene)-malononitrile; they were
depicted through red, green, blue and pink lines, respectively
in the DOS spectra. From Fig. 6 it was permitted that the
charge density of HOMO in the DTCR1 was only concen-

trated on the central ‘D’ and p-core, whereas the LUMO elec-
tronic cloud was focused on the ‘A’ part. In DTCD2-DTCD8 a
comparable charge distribution framework of LUMO/HOMO

density was examined such as maximum portion in the ‘A’ and
minimum portion over the p-spacer. The electronic and photo-
voltaic properties of derivatives DTCD2-DTCD8 were signifi-

cantly enhanced due to strong movement of the electron
densities as proved by the distribution patterns of LUMO/
HOMO. For the reference molecule (DTCR1), the greatest

electronic cloud of HOMO was noted to be �7.5 eV, and it
was concentrated on the ‘D’ moiety, whereas the greatest elec-
tronic cloud for LUMO was observed to be 2 to 3 eV by the
‘A’ part and little contribution was also seen by the p-linker.
For the designed compounds (DTCD2-DTCD8) the greatest
electronic cloud of HOMO was noticed to be �7.1 and
�7.2 eV, and it was concentrated on ‘D1’ and ‘D2’ moieties,

whereas the greatest electronic cloud for LUMO was noted
to be 2.8 to 3 eV by the ‘A’ part and slight contribution was
also perceive by the p-spacer. In DTCR1 ‘D’ contribution

was found to be 49.2% to HOMO and 7.7% to LUMO,
whereas ‘A’ and p-spacer contributes 19.2 and 31.6% to
HOMO and 70.1 and 22.1% to LUMO. These contributions

were altered efficiently in fabricated compounds because of
the use of various EWG on ‘A’ unit. For ‘D1’ the electronic
contribution on HOMO was observed to be 3.5, 8.2, 2.1, 2.1,
5.0, 8.0 and 5.7% while on LUMO was examined to be 0.0,

0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, and 0.0%, respectively in DTCD2-

DTCD8. Similarly, electronic cloud contribution for p-spacer
was noted to be 54.3, 54.8, 54.3, 54.3, 55, 54.6 and 54.9% on

HOMO, whereas it was found to be 45.4, 47.5, 44.5, 45,
43.6, 39.3 and 34.4% for LUMO in DTCD2-DTCD8, respec-
tively. It was also cleared that ‘D2’ at HOMO contributes

37.4, 33.8, 39.1, 38.7, 36.2, 33.9 and 36 % whereas its contribu-
tion was found to be 1.6, 1.5, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.2 and 1% at
LUMO for DTCD2-DTCD8, respectively. ‘A’ has shown 4.8,
3.2, 4.5, 4.9, 3.7, 3.5 and 3.3% contribution at HOMO while

it was found to be 53, 51.1, 54.2, 53.7, 55, 59.6 and 64.6% at
LUMO for DTCD2-DTCD8, respectively. In DTCD8 the
t singlet excitation energy (Eopt) and exciton binding energy (Eb).

D4 DTCD5 DTCD6 DTCD7 DTCD8

3.938 3.803 3.726 3.603

2.527 2.479 2.424 2.366

1.379 1.237 1.411 1.302



Fig. 6 DOS plots of reference DTCR1 and designed compounds DTCD2 to DTCD8.
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HOMO electronic cloud was inspected by ‘D2’ and p-bridge
while the LUMO distributions examined to be on ‘A’ part.
Almost similar distribution pattern between LUMO/HOMO
was noted for derivatives DTCD6 and DTCD7. All plotted

electronic charge distribution patterns unveil that the deriva-
tive DTCD8 shifts the charge density more significantly among
all the designed chromophores. Hence, efficient charge trans-
ference occurs through p-spacer in all the derivatives, indicated

that these NF compounds could be proficient NLO materials.

3.7. Nonlinear Optical (NLO) properties

The NF compounds show excellent NLO response and find
multipurpose applications in telecommunication region and
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optoelectronic techniques. The electronic properties of the tai-
lored molecules are determined for the purpose of optical
investigations, like linear behavior (hai) and non-linear proper-

ties (btotal and ctotal) [7]. By incorporating electron donating
substituents and their accepting counterparts at favorable
positions of a conjugated structure, the delocalization power

of the electrons in any system can be increased. This extended
conjugation produce lower transition energy and improves the
degree of charge transport which in turn improves the asym-

metric division of electrons and may cause promising NLO
response of the compounds [55]. In DTCD2-DTCD8, delocal-
ization of p-electrons within the phenyl rings was enhanced
and CAC p-bond contributed in extended hyper-conjugation

of two or more than two phenylic rings. Also, in these investi-
gated compounds, the delocalization was improved by the
introduction of fluoro, chloro and cyano substituents which

shift electronic density in a better way. In D-A type NLO com-
pounds, p-conjugation generally gives a pathway for the reor-
ganization of electrons under the influence of an applied

electric field. Therefore, insertion of a p-linker to connect var-
ious suitable ‘D’ and ‘A’ moieties has been reported to enhance
ICT and consequently, increase of polarizabilities [56]. Addi-

tionally, the polarity has shown a tremendous effect on dipole
moment via enriching the NLO response. Greater dipole
moment results from higher difference in electronegativity
[57]. The results of entitled chromophores were calculated in

esu units at M06 functional as shown in Tables 7–10, respec-
tively with their major contributing tensors.

The reference molecule (DTCR1) has the lowest linear

polarizability (hai = 1.624 � 10�22 esu). The powerful ‘A’ unit
along with strong EWGs has enhanced the hai value
1.783 � 10�22–1.920 � 10�22 esu in the designed products

(DTCD2-DTCD8). DTCD8 possesses the highest polarizability
Table 7 Dipole moment and major contributing tensors of the stu

Compounds mx my

DTCR1 �0.015 �3

DTCD2 �3.943 6

DTCD3 �6.458 3

DTCD4 �4.852 4

DTCD5 �6.814 3

DTCD6 �4.808 4

DTCD7 �12.02 �1

DTCD8 �6.645 0

Units in D.

Table 8 Linear polarizability and major contributing tensors of th

Compounds axx � 10�22 ayy � 10

DTCR1 2.874 1.469

DTCD2 3.061 1.549

DTCD3 3.099 1.464

DTCD4 3.070 1.374

DTCD5 3.094 1.458

DTCD6 3.225 1.607

DTCD7 3.216 1.570

DTCD8 3.349 1.618

Units in esu.
value of 1.920 � 10�22 esu which results in its highest mtotal
(12.14 D). The overall descending trend of mtotal for investi-
gated molecules is given as DTCD8 > DTCD2 > DTCD6 >

DTCD4 > DTCD3 > DTCD7 > DTCD5 > DTCR1 with
dipole moments of 12.14 > 7.910 > 7.807 > 7.568 > 6.819
> 6.740 > 6.398 > 3.835 D, respectively.

The mtotal tensors have three components along three axes
(mx, my and mz) (Table 7). Among all the studied compounds,
the higher mtotal value was seen along Y-axis (my tensor) except
DTCR1 and DTCD7 which exhibited the highest values along
Z-axis (mz tensor). In addition to the highest mtotal, DTCD7 also
displayed the greatest hai (1.920 � 10�22 esu) owing to the
occurrence of four ACN groups at ‘A’ moiety which direct

the electronic cloud towards acceptor and makes it powerful
electron-capturing molecule. The hai was decreased in the fol-
lowing order: DTCD8 > DTCD6 > DTCD7 >

DTCD5 > DTCD3 > DTCD2 > DTCD4 > DTCR1 with
values of 1.920 � 10�22 > 1.870 � 10�22 > 1.860 � 10�22 >
1.815 � 10�22 > 1.789 � 10�22 > 1.783 � 10�22 > 1.779 �
10�22 > 1.624 � 10�22 esu, respectively. The hai tensors have
also three components, i.e., axx, ayy and azz, respectively
(Table 8). All the molecules exhibited higher values of hai
along Z-axis (azz tensor) signifying greater chances of ICT
along the Z -axis.

Moreover, a systematic connection was found between the
molecular structures and btotal amplitudes. All derivatives

expressed significant NLO response (6.926 � 10�28 to
10.58 � 10�28 esu) as compared to their reference molecule
(1.360 � 10�28 esu) (Table 9); this might be because of the

change in arrangement from A-p-D-p-A to D1-p-D2-p-A.
Moreover, the introduction of electronegative groups (i.e.,
chloro, fluoro and cyano) on the ‘A’ moiety also significantly

facilitates the ICT, which results in excellent NLO behavior
died compounds (DTCR1 and DTCD2-DTCD8).

mz mtotal

.760 0.754 3.835

.442 2.347 7.910

.941 �0.204 7.568

.770 0.443 6.819

.445 1.627 7.807

.220 �0.111 6.398

.623 0.546 12.141

.892 �0.687 6.740

e studied compounds.

�22 azz � 10�23 atotal � 10�22

5.295 1.624

7.404 1.783

8.027 1.789

8.918 1.779

8.945 1.815

7.793 1.870

7.938 1.860

7.919 1.920
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of derivatives. Owing to the existence of four ACN groups,
DTCD8 shows the highest btotal value (10.58 � 10�28 esu of
btotal) as compared to the other designed molecules. The btotal
values for the investigated compounds were decreased in the
following order: DTCD8 (10.58 � 10�28) > DTCD7

(9.028 � 10�28) > DTCD6 (8.179 � 10�28) > DTCD5

(7.137 � 10�28) > DTCD3 (7.037 � 10�28) > DTCD2

(6.994 � 10�28) > DTCD4 (6.926 � 10�28) > DTCR1

(1.360 � 10�28) in esu.

The btotal values of DTCD3 (having one AF) and DTCD4

(having two AF) were found to be 7.037 � 10�28 and
6.926 � 10�28 esu, respectively. In the cases of DTCD5 (having
one ACl) and DTCD6 (having two ACl) the accepting nature

of phenyl ring was enhanced. Hence, btotal values were shifted
from 7.137 � 10�28 esu in DTCD5 to 8.179 � 10�28 esu in
DTCD6 due to greater resonance effect of chloro in the latter.

DTCD7 and DTCD8 exhibited the highest btotal values of
9.028 � 10�28 esu and 10.58 � 10�28 esu, correspondingly,
and consequently best NLO response among the whole series

of compounds; it is due to the highest -I effect of ACN moi-
eties. The calculated results of hai and btotal of studied com-
pounds are appreciably better than urea (btotal =

0.372 � 10�30 esu) which is utilized as a standard molecule
to analyze the NLO behavior [58]. The hyperpolarizability val-
ues of DTCR1 and DTCD2-DTCD8 were observed to be
365.591, 1880.108, 1891.667, 1861.828, 1918.548, 2198.656,

2426.882 and 2844.086 times larger than btotal value of the
standard urea.

There are nine components of btotal tensors which are bxxx,
bxxy, bxyy, byyy, bxxz, byyz, bxzz, byzz, bzzz (Table 9). All the
investigated molecules have shown the highest amplitude of
first hyperpolarizability towards x-axis (bxxz tensor) determin-

ing higher possibility of ICT towards X-axis. The descending
order of bxxz was found in the following order as
DTCD8 > DTCR1 > DTCD6 > DTCD2 > DTCD7 > DT

CD3 > DTCD5 > DTCD4 which show bxxz values of
10.58 � 10�29 > 9.281 � 10�29 > 8.698 � 10�29 > 7.226 � 10
�29 > 7.213 � 10�29 > 4.783 � 10�29 > 4.258 � 10�29 >
3.981 � 10�29 esu, respectively. From Table 9 it is identified that

DTCD8 shows highest bxxz amplitude of 10.58 � 10�29 esu.
The above mentioned factors also influence the ctotal values

of molecules. Table 10 displays the calculated ctotal of DTCR1

and DTCD2-DTCD8. Largest ctotal value of 8.028 � 10�33 esu
was observed for DTCD8. The overall descending trend of cto-
tal amplitudes was noticed in the following order:

DTCD8 > DTCD7 > DTCD6 > DTCR1 > DTCD2 >

DTCD5 > DTCD3 > DTCD4 having ctotal values of
8.028 � 10�33, 6.808 � 10�33, 6.521 � 10�33, 5.993 � 10�33,
5.539 � 10�33, 5.446 � 10�33, 5.417 � 10�33 and

5.275 � 10�33 esu, respectively. The ctotal also has three compo-
nents of tensors (cx, cy and cz) (Table 10). Among all the enti-
tled molecules, cx expresses the greatest amplitude of ctotal
along X-axis indicating higher probability of charge transfer
along X-axis. DTCD8 exhibited the highest cx amplitude
(7.841 � 10�33esu) among all the designed molecules. To

understand the dispersion factor in NLO behavior of our stud-
ied compounds, we also performed NLO analysis at dispersion
functional B3LYP-GD3BJ/6-311G(d,p) and important results

were displayed in Table S33, while their major contributing
tensors were tabulated in Tables S33–S37, respectively. The
results shows the magnitude of mtotal, hai, btotal and ctotal was
almost same at both M06-2X and B3LYP-GD3BJ/6-311G(d,



Table 10 Computed second hyperpolarizability (ctotal) and major contributing tensors of the investigated compounds.

Compounds cx � 10
�33 cy � 10

�35 cz � 10
�35 ctotal � 10

�33

DTCR1 5.834 11.73 4.146 5.993

DTCD2 5.425 6.444 4.964 5.539

DTCD3 5.316 5.289 4.822 5.417

DTCD4 5.180 4.804 4.659 5.275

DTCD5 5.318 7.825 5.006 5.446

DTCD6 6.352 10.42 6.422 6.521

DTCD7 6.666 8.127 6.090 6.808

DTCD8 7.841 11.15 7.565 8.028

Units in esu.
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p) functional. So, it can be concluded that the electron captur-
ing nature of ‘A’ moieties performs a crucial part in yielding
excellent NLO properties in the derivatives.
4. Conclusion

A series of compounds (DTCD2-DTCD8) was designed from a

NF molecule (DTCR1) by altering the architecture of the
molecule from A-p-D2-p-A to D1-p-D2-p-A. It was found that
acceptors have a significant effect on the arrangement and

improve the NLO response of designed molecules over the ref-
erence molecule. DTCD2-DTCD8 manifested the greater
absorption, less transitional energy, and oscillation strength

values as compared to DTCR1. The highest bathochromic
shift (kmax = 524.043 nm) was shown by DTCD8 as compared
to all other studied molecules. The energy gap (4.221 eV) of

DTCR1 was lowered to 3.970–3.603 eV in DTCD2-DTCD8

and among all derivatives lowest Egap (3.603 eV) was found
in DTCD8. Moreover, DOS results also supported the FMOs
findings that charge transference occurred from HOMO to

LUMO in an efficient way. NLO findings reveal that signifi-
cant hai, btotal and ctotal values as 1.920 � 10�22 esu,
10.58 � 10�28 esu and 8.028 � 10�33 esu, respectively have

been investigated in DTCD8 as compared to DTCR1 and other
derivatives. Promising NLO results for DTCD8 can be
achieved due to the powerful electron-withdrawing (ACN)

groups. Moreover, NBOs findings reveal that hyper-
conjugation enhances the stability of DTCD2-DTCD8 which
was further supported by the results of GRPs. TDM analysis
illustrated that electronic transitions take place from ‘‘D” to

‘‘A” through p-linker. Experimental researchers might be
motivated by efficient NLO responses, and our designed com-
pounds can be considered in other useful applications.
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